
2017 
Year In Review 



2017 brought changes to OFOSA’s business model, 
but not our MISSION!  Based on several factors, it 

was decided to sell our current physical shelter and 
revert our business model back to being a foster-
based rescue.  This decision brought with it some 
new challenges that needed to be faced in order to 
continue our mission. We have been able to create 

new and unique partnerships to help us accomplish 
our goals.  We have tentative plans to seek a new 

physical shelter in 2019.
Here’s a recap of our year in 2017…

Adoptions -1216       Surgeries- 1410       Transports - 770



ADOPTIONS
OUR ULTIMATE MISSION



OFOSA Adoption Testimonials
“I just found my new best friend! Their staff of volunteers are the best. Their work is so 

heartbreaking and they smile through it all. They really do care and guide you through the 

process well. These animals are lucky to have people like these!”

~Brenna Rogers

“Koshka and Gadzooks (formerly Pea and Pod) are two of the most charming, well socialized and 

affectionate kittens I have ever adopted. The adoption process couldn't have been easier! Thank you 

for all of your hard work!”

~Sarah Khiller

“This was a great experience!!! My husband and I were looking for a doggie that needed tons of love 

and support...we happened to stumble upon a little boy named Blake. We decided to contact the 

shelter and the next day we met him and adopted him! We knew Blake was special needs and our 

previous boy who passed away, had a very similar story...which made us connected to Blake 

immediately. Truly such a great experience and all the people here truly loved all the animals as well. 

We can't wait to give him the best loving life possible and we are so happy he is a loving part of our 

family!”

~Kandra Luna

“We adopted a dog from here this month and couldn't be more happy! Fortunately, he was 

just the right dog for us.”

~Nicole Babbitt

About 7 years ago we adopted Wonderpuff the kitten. I just finished the paperwork to adopt Mondo 

(now Oscar) from OFOSA today and have been fostering kittens with them about 4 months now. 

Competent staff and supportive foster network. Good cause! I commute about 35 minutes here when I 

have local shelters in my area but it's worth the drive.

~Katie Eros



TRANSPORT 

OFOSA rescues animals from 
all over California and Pacific 
Northwest high kill shelters to 
follow our hearts and our 
mission. 



COMMUNITY 
SUPPORT

.



Melvin was 5 weeks 
old and not growing. 
He could not keep 
food in his tummy 
because he had a 
stricture in his 
esophagus. Because of 
a generous donation, 
he went to OSU vet 
hospital and received 
life saving surgery. 
He is now doing great 
and loving his new 
home.

MELVIN



BUMBLEBEE
Bumblebee was found outside 

under a bush having just been 

born. She was brought to 

OFOSA with her wet umbilical 

cord still attached. Bumblebee 

was fostered and bottle fed.  

She did remarkably well, never 

got sick. She was very 

photogenic, just a cuteness 

overload.

A picture of her was posted on 

Jackson Galaxy's Facebook 

page, and he took 

notice. Bumblebee received 

almost 60,000 likes, and over 

2000 comments!

Eventually Bumblebee was 

adopted by a family with 2 

children, one of which has 

special needs. Bumblebee's 

calm loving ways have been a 

comfort and joy for her family.



PRINCE

Prince came to OFOSA with 
his mom. He had a birth 
defect causing a twisted 
and low-functioning front 
leg. His tendons and 
muscles had not matured 
properly and he had 
trouble walking. After a 
specialized type of 
prosthesis (a hobble-
walker) was created for him 
along with extensive 
physical therapy he is able 
to walk (with a hop) and is 
thriving in his new home!



BAILEY 

Meet Bailey, she came to us 

with a broken leg. Because 

of a generous donor, 

OFOSA was able to get her 

the surgery she needed. 

We were able to save her 

leg. After 8 weeks of rehab 

and a loving foster mom to 

care for her, she is living in 

her forever home and 

expected to have a normal 

life. 



MOMS AND  BABIES

The most at-risk animal in a 
high kill shelter is moms 
with babies. OFOSA takes 
in about 200 litters a year. 



ORPHANS 

Another at-risk animal in a 
high kill shelter are orphan 
babies. They have a weak 
immune system and need 
round-the-clock care.  
OFOSA takes in many of 
these a year. 



THANK YOU!

http://ofosa.org/
https://www.barkzone.com/beaverton-bethany
http://ilovefidos.com/
http://www.petsmart.com/
http://www.petco.com/

